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The USS Katherine Johnson  

finally has it's first face-to-face get-together! 
   

After a too-long wait, our ship had a 4th of July cookout at John and 
Mo's house, and many of our crew got to meet face-to-face for the 
first time. It was a wonderful celebration of overcoming the              
incredible challenges we faced in trying to start our own ship amidst 
adversity we never could have imagined.  It was a beautiful fun-filled 
day! 

STARDATE 0730.2021 

Our Chief Counselor takes a bow after the traditional ceremonial combining of Mentos and Diet Coke! 
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Hello Everybody! 

Welcome to the latest issue of "Orbital Elements". We've had something 

of a social calendar recently with in-person events, so I'll recap the recent 

past the near future. 

First, there's was the July 4 Cookout at MoJo's. It was great to see     

people, both new and old, in the flesh (although I needed to be reminded 

to wear pants to the party, unlike on Zoom). We had our largest in-person 

gathering ever (most of the crew), plus civilian Alice and long time Fleet 

members Mike Allen (and his chili) and Dean Rogers. As promised, Counselor Liz set off her  

Mentos and Coke fountain in tribute. Starfleet recently issued the Order of P'Jem to all members, 

and all KJ crewmembers at the party received certificates. Security Rick received the Katherine 

Johnson Excellence Award for his work on the newsletter, website, and promotional literature. 

The next week was the Virtual Shore Leave 41.6. Maggie was once again cohosted a panel on 

Outlander. If you missed any of the online festivities, you can go to the YouTube channel for 

Shore Leave and find the videos for Shore Leave 41.6. 

The big news is that the Pittsburgh chapters (USS Stella Pirata and USS Venture) will be again 

hosting a hybrid Western Regional Summit on Saturday September 25th. We had a contingency 

go up last year during the lull, and we hope to have an Away Team represent. 

Lastly, Frederick Comic Con was held at the Clarion Inn, Frederick, near the Francis Scott Key 

Mall on July 18. There was a good crowd there, and we left flyers and bookmarks from the ship 

(the bookmarks were a hit!). Much merchandise was purchased, then we decided quickly on 

lunch at Red Robin a short trip away. 

Coming up is the 2021 STARFLEET International Conference, which will be held virtually via 

Zoom on August 7 starting at 1 PM EDST (Eastern Daylight Savings Time) (10 AM MST for Thor/

Becky). It's free with registration at https://ic.sfi.org/2021-registration. Registration is through 

Eventbrite and requires only your name (as listed in the DB), SCC number and valid email         

address. If you don't have an Eventbrite account, it will help you set one up. For the event itself, 

you will actually log into Eventbrite. (Emails will be sent on the day!)  

Programming tentatively includes:  EC reports, AB (RC) greetings, Fleet Annual Awards (the KJ is 

up for three awards), SFA Annual Awards - Discussion panels - SFMC International Muster (EDT 

1600) , Chapter Roll Call, Final Mission, Panels and so on. 

Speaking of awards, we received word that Olivia Allan has been named a Red Squad Member by 

Starfleet Academy. To quote XO John, "It's no small feat to achieve this honor and I want to make 

sure that LCDR Allan is duly recognized for this accomplishment. Congratulations!" 

           (cont'd next page) 
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Thanks to the efforts of Security Chief Rick and XO John, the website for the ship is up and      

running! 

The URL is: https://www.usskatherinejohnson.com. To register for the Members Only section, go 

to the site and please click the Login tab. This will open a page with Login on the right side and 

Member registration to the left (you are already a member in good standing, no need to register). 

Go to Login.  In the Login form boxes, enter an email you'd like to use and create a password 

(don't forget to save it to a safe place). Click the Login button at the bottom. It will submit your 

name and email to me and XO John for review. Since you are STARFLEET and ship members you 

will be approved. The approval is to allow you to access the entire website content. Until you     

receive approval you will not be able to access the Member Area where Ship’s Business            

information is kept. Quick note: you do NOT have to wait for approval to tour the rest of the web-

site. 

I've been very remiss in not letting people know about the side activities of Chief Engineer John, 

who is also a cohost on a weekly podcast, called Mouse House Plus, on the TPE Network. It's a 

catchall place for new streaming shows on Disney+, like Loki and The Bad Bunch They have done 

Wandavision and the Mandalorian this past year. There's no subscription fee. You can send feed-

back by email at tigerprince100@Gmail.com. To find them on the Web: https://tpenetwork.com/

category/podcasts/mouse-house-plus/ TPE Network also has a YouTube channel with the pod-

casts. Chief Engineer John was very kind in plugging the USS Katherine Johnson in the last Loki 

podcast with links to the Ship's website and Facebook page, both on the YouTube channel and 

the podcast website. 

We're coming up on our one-year anniversary of our Commissioning, and whether we can use 

this as an excuse for another party is up for discussion. We're looking forward to future activities. 

However, Real Life, not unlike certain popular movie franchises, seem to gravitate towards bad 

horror sequels, so stay tuned. Once again, I direct your attention to the articles by CMO Mo for 

information on the latest recommendations and advice. Until next time, stay safe and be well! 

         Little CO Captain Guy 
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Greetings Shipmates! 

We had a wonderful cookout for Independence Day and it was fitting in 
that we celebrated our own independence from having to meet via 

Zoom on our computers. We may still continue that form of communica-

tion for a while just because many of us do live somewhat far-away from 
each  other (as far as Arizona!)  

We were honored to have two friends of our ship join us: Dean Rogers, 

a resident of DC and member of the ISS Olympus, and former shipmate from the Richthofen, 
Mike Allen. Mike brought us a Region 7 banner to use at public events, as well as some other 

promotional items he created over the years (see below photo). He also brought his amazing 

chili, and I am including the recipe at the end of this message! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to announce that we soon plan to be doing this once more at the end of August! (déjà vu 
all over again!)  Sunday, August 29th marks the one-year anniversary of the commissioning of 

the KJ and we will have another cookout celebration at John and Mo's again.  It may be that 

weekend or on Labor Day weekend, depending on what everyone wants to do. Stay tuned for       
further information. 

         XO John 
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Mike's Famous Beef Chili 

Makes: 4 quarts 

Feeds: 8-10 

Prep: 20 minutes (seasoning and cutting up) 

Cook Time: 30 minutes 

Simmer Time: 15-30 minutes 

Total time: 1.5 hours 

This is a low-heat chili so it's easy to add hot sauce, red pepper flakes or jalapenos to bring on the heat 
at the end. 
    

Chill Seasoning Mix: 

3/4 cup chili powder 

2 Tbls ground cumin 

2 Tbls dry minced onion 

2 Tbls dry oregano 

2 Tbls seasoning salt 

2 Tbls sugar 

2 Tbls dry minced garlic 
     

Chili Ingredients: 

2 lbs 90/10 ground beef OR 1 lb cut small bottom round beef & 1 lb ground beef (grass-fed organic 
beef has a better flavor) 

2/3 cup Chili Seasoning mix above (looks like a lot, but it's not) 

1 large Green pepper, chopped 

1 large Red pepper, chopped 

2 large Sweet onions, chopped 

4-5 stalks celery, chopped 

6-7 fresh diced tomatoes OR 2 cans diced tomatoes 

1 large 28 oz can tomato sauce 

1 can black beans 

2 cans small red beans 

2 cans red kidney beans 

(adjust types of beans to your taste) 

 Use large 6-8 qt pot, add 2 Tbls regular olive oil, apply high heat. Stay of high heat until fully        
assembled.  Then stir, stir, stir, and stir to prevent burning. 

 Brown beef over high heat, put a little color on meat. If fatty or greasy, drain that off before         
continuing. Do not burn. If burning occurs at bottom of pot, turn your heat down a bit. 

 Add chili seasoning mix, stir in until well mixed. 

 Add fresh onions, celery, green and red peppers, stir in and cook for a few minutes. Do not over-
cook vegetables, as you want them firm. 

          Cont'd...  
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 Add diced fresh tomatoes and sauce, stirring until mixed. Cook for 5 minutes 

 Add all the beans, stir in. 

 

Bring entire mixture to low heat (simmer) for at least 15 minutes, but 30 minutes is better. Taste and 
adjust with more ingredients to your taste. Be sure to taste after fully assembled and after 30 minutes. 
Taste can change as the dish cooks where spicy taste will diminish. Remember, fresh ingredients has 
more potent flavor over canned and bottled. 

It's ready to eat or store in a container. Refigerate for 24 hours to bring out more flavor. Safe to store up 
to a week in refrigerator as acid and spices will act as a preservative. 

 

Italian-Style Chili: 

1 lb Italian pork sausage with casing removed 

1 lb ground beef 

1 onion, diced 

1 green pepper, diced 

2 medium zucchinis, diced 

2 cans diced tomatoes, or 6 fresh tomatoes, diced 

3-4 16 oz cans tomato sauce (add 3 first, and fourth if not saucy) 

NO BEANS or CELERY 

Serve over spaghetti tossed with fresh chopped cilantro and olive oil, and ladle chili mixture over      
spaghetti hot. 

 

Hawaiian Style Chili: 

1 Tablespoon olive oil 

1 lb raw bacon, chopped rough 

1 can SPAM cubed small 

1 lb Portuguese sausage cubed small 

1 lbs 80/20 ground beef 

1 large onion, chopped 

1 large red bell pepper, chopped 

3-4 cans tomato sauce (adjust to your liking) 

1/3 cup chili powder (adjust to your liking) 

1 can red kidney beans 

Salt and pepper to taste 

Brown meat with onions and peppers. Add tomato sauces, beans, and seasoning. Cook at least 15 
minutes after all is incorporated. Hawaiians like this over steamed sticky rice. 
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Congratulations to LCDR Olivia Allan who received a grade of "Awarded" for Red Squad      
Member from the School of SFA Awards completed on Aug 1, 2020.    

Congratulations to Lt. Rick Brocato, who received the Katherine Johnson Excellence Award for 
his long and tireless work in creating our website. 

Congratulations to MCPO Maggie Restivo for winning Region 7 Enlisted Member of the Year! 

Congratulations to Lt. John Price for winning Region 7 Officer of the Year! 

Congratulations to the USS Katherine Johnson for winning Region 7 Shakedown Ship of the 
Year  (pretty sure we were the only Shakedown ship in Region 7!) 

Congratulations to the ship and all her crew members, who were awarded the Order of P'Jem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birthdays to celebrate this quarter: 

    John Lee   August 15 

    Maggie Restivo  September 2 

    Thor Halvorsen  September 6 

    Geoffrey Burns  September 15 

    Liz Gorman   October 12 

    Olivia Allan   October 25 
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COVID vaccines… do they work?  Or don’t they?  Should I get it?  Or 

shouldn’t I?  Can they be trusted?  Or not?  Well, one thing is certain.  

They certainly are divisive!  COVID vaccines ARE extremely effective, but 

none are 100%.  But that’s not surprising.  When you think about it, flu  vaccines aren’t 100%    

effective either. But flu vaccines are designed to prevent millions of cases of illness, tens of   thou-

sands of hospitalizations and thousands of deaths every year. Covid vaccines are doing the same 

things.  Can we guarantee that all deaths be prevented?  No, the first vaccines were first given, 

after all, to the elderly and medically fragile.  While they are fully vaccinated, they remain elderly 

and medically fragile, so if they were to develop COVID after vaccination, their medical             

vulnerability and comorbidities could be expected to take their toll on them as the senior-most of 

our population.  But generally, should a person develop a COVID infection after vaccination, just 

like after a flu shot, it can be a lesser case because the vaccine causes the immune system to 

“recognize” the SARS virus and develop antibodies 

against it. 

The beauty of the vaccine is in the science and your 

body’s ability to build antibodies.  Two of the main     

reasons people are refusing to get the vaccine is    

because they don’t know what is in it, and they don’t   

believe it.  Just because YOU don’t understand how if 

works or believe it works, doesn’t mean that it 

doesn’t. Several companies around the globe           

researched and developed the science to produce 

the vaccines to produce an antibody response to an 

invasive virus.  I look at the smallpox cartoon from the 

1930’s and think that there was so much opposition to 

the vaccine that could save so many lives.  I think of 

the courage of Catherine the Great in Russia in 1768. 

She allowed Thomas Dimsdale, a British doctor, to 

inoculate her with active smallpox.  She lived to tell 

the tale and set the example for her subjects. 20,000 

Russians were inoculated by 1780. Over 2,000,000 

were inoculated by 1800. Surely the Russian people  

    DO THEY WORK? ARE THEY SAFE? 
 
          By Chief Medical Officer 
                                                    Maureen Mehrtens Lee, MS, BSN, RN 
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didn’t know what was in the inoculation and they didn’t believe that it would work (I am rather sure 

they all thought they would die of Smallpox), but the beauty is in the science and the body’s ability 

to build antibodies.  

Hopefully, as we press forward with vaccination efforts, each of us can look to the science and 

help encourage anyone who may have questions about the vaccine.  The vaccines will be getting 

full authorization by this fall (no more “emergency use” authorization) for ages 12 to adult.  We 

are approaching multiple millions of vaccinations given which should attest to their safety record 

for those with concerns about the vaccines being too new or having unproven safety records.  

The only way to stop COVID in its tracks is for vaccination efforts to continue, especially in states 

with low rates of vaccination.  Of course, vaccination is a personal decision and should be made 

in consultation with your medical provider.  If you have any questions, I’m happy to chat.  

 

        LLAP!   : )   Mo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Edward Jenner using cowpox to inoculate a child against smallpox. He was improving on a technique  

   used by Thomas Dimsdale almost 30 years previously to inoculate Catherine the Great.  
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As you wander the halls of the USS Katherine Johnson, you may notice 
two small bear-like beings, approximately 1 meter tall. They could be in 

the Counselor’s quarters, in the bowling alley, or even in the              

Arboretum. Who are they and what are they doing?   
     

Well, this is their grandfather, Wicket. And they look nearly exactly like 

him.  That’s right, they’re Ewoks. But they want to introduce themselves 
so...here goes. 

    

Wickett: Yub Nub!  Hello everyone. That’s 
what I look like, except my fur is curlier. And my hood is yellow, like the 

Operations people. 

     
Wockett: My fur is shiner. My hood is yellow too, and it sometimes has 

food stains on it. I do a lot of cooking. So the Counselor Lady [my      

persona Kendaari] wants us to talk about ourselves. I work in the      
bowling alley in the snack bar, making the food. 

    

Wickett: I work there too! I make sure all the balls are in the right place 
and everyone gets the right size shoes. We like having jobs. It makes us 

feel useful.  And we like going to the Big Plant Room!  [The Arboretum] It reminds us of home. 

         

Wockett: The Plant Growing Man [Kevin the horticulturalist] is so nice! He gives me herbs for my 
cooking and lets us climb the trees all we want! But we also like learning things from the Magic 

Computer Lady on the ship too. [Mrs. Johnson, the computer avatar.] We ask a question, and she 

answers it. 
       

Wickett: Much better than the Jedis back home. They never give you a straight answer. (Wockett 

nods.) Oh, you all probably want to know where we came from. Our planet is called Endor. That’s 
where all us Ewoks are from. But how we got here, we still don’t really know. 

      

Wockett:  Mr. Captain Admiral says there’s something called a “multiverse” and we’re a part of it. 
We were in a ship traveling to another part of our galaxy and there was a bright shiny light that we 

got pulled into. Somehow we crashed on a planet full of many strange animals and people. 

 

EWOKS ON THE SHIP  
(with some help from fictional personas) 

By LCDR Elizabeth Gorman 
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Wickett: One person was the Counselor Lady and she helped us adjust to life here. So we         

decided to stay with her and her little yellow bear friend. (Pooh the miniature Sehlat) 

            
Wockett: And she loves when we cook for her! But she says we can’t cook any of the ship’s bad 

guys.  Maybe if we find the right recipe for Romulan stew? 

           

Wickett: Maybe...We need to keep looking. 
          

Well the good(?) news is that they didn’t find any stew made of Romulans, but they did find this 

recipe that Romulans like to make and eat. It’s a clam and rice dish and it looks interesting 
enough.  If you like clams and scallops, that is.  

https://foodreplicator.tumblr.compost/99209279597/jumbo-romulan-mollusk  The measurements 

are not standard US, be warned. 
               

They also found this, on the same site: https://foodreplicator.tumblr.com/post/84466891572/

uttaberry-crepes  Uttaberries are one of the crops Kendaari’s mother grows on her research farm 
on Betazed. This recipe uses canned blueberries but frozen blueberries would probably work, if 

you save the liquid that comes off after thawing.   

        
Wockett: Hey Counselor Lady? Is there anything on file about Asgardian cooking? 

        

Kendaari: I hope you mean the food that is served on Asgard. 
        

Wickett: Um….yeah. Giggle 

      
Kendaari: Oh blast it. Hey! Gorman! Could you wrap this article up? I think there’s someone I need 

to rescue, and two little hairy someones who need a time-out. 

          
 I think I’d better end this for now. Counselor(s) out. 

 

 

https://foodreplicator.tumblr.com/post/99209279597/jumbo-romulan-mollusk
https://foodreplicator.tumblr.com/post/84466891572/uttaberry-crepes
https://foodreplicator.tumblr.com/post/84466891572/uttaberry-crepes
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Dealing With Pests and Diseases 
By PO2 Kevin Kurzmiller, Jr.  

We've reached that time of year where your plants are thriving and looking beautiful.  They've 

established themselves, stretching their roots down deep, preparing themselves to support flow-

ers or fruit and complete their life cycles.  Everything is going great.  

Though as the seasons change and the heat and humidity of summer set in, the chance of pests 

and disease really become a concern.  You may notice some small holes in some leaves.     

Maybe its black or red spots forming, or leaves curling. There are many things that can really 

ruin the beauty of a plant.  The good news is, if you're proactive and involved with your garden,  

you can greatly reduce the damage from pest and disease, and help your plants to thrive and 

look beautiful. 

Disease is almost inevitable in a garden.  Spores,           

inoculants, and bacteria blow in the air; living in the soil; 

carried by pest; and being brought in unknowingly by   

ourselves, our guest, and wildlife that visit our gardens. 

Gardeners face a constant challenge with plant diseases.   

Disease can be carried into the garden unknowingly in a 

variety of ways.  First, our shoes are constantly in contact with dirt and debris and very seldom 

are sanitized before we enter the  garden. Next is our tools. If you don't make a conscious effort 

to clean your tools then you're likely transferring diseases. These ideas hold true for gloves,  

stakes,  fencing,  anything that is repeatedly used in the garden. 

Unlike with animals and people,  plant diseases can not be cured. Plants don't have immune  

systems but they do have methods of protecting themselves.  Some plants can exude oils or 

chemicals that will protect them against some problems. Others can isolate infected plant parts 

to prevent the disease from spreading. There are even plants that can communicate with     

predator insects using chemicals, to signal that are being attacked by prey insects, essentially 

calling in the cavalry to the rescue.  

Once a plant ha been infected, the best a gardener can hope 

for is to suppress the disease to prevent it from spreading,  

and to help the plant out grow the disease.  A healthy plant,  

getting adequate water,  light,  and nutrition should be able to 

live despite a disease.  

The best practice is to remove any spotty, fading, dying; 
leaves, stems, and flowers. Use clean, sharp pruners and be 
sure to sanitize the blade with alcohol between cuts, and    
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especially between plants. This material should be bagged and removed from the garden all   

together.  Do not dispose of diseased plants in your compost pile.  If your compost pile doesn't 

get hot enough,  and isn't turned frequently enough,  the spores and bacteria may not be killed.  

There are organic options available that can be sprayed on plants and in the soil that can protect 

the plant from disease.  Very much the way probiotics can fight off bad bacteria in your gut,  

beneficial nematodes can be sprayed on plants to protect them from disease.  This application 

coats the plant and prevents the disease from sticking and infecting the plant.  It only works if 

used before the plant has a disease, and will need to be reapplied periodically. 

 

Tips for conquering disease.   

1. Always sanitized your tools and equipment after use.  

2. Wear clean clothes and shoes into the garden and change clothes right afterwards.  

3. Invest in a spray bottle and some alcohol. 

4. Be careful when buying in plants.  Avoid discount plants, anything that looks diseased, and 

avoid box store plants. 

5. DONT OVER WATER! And avoid wetting the plant foliage while watering. Plants drink from 

their roots,  not their leaves.   

 

Follow this advice and you'll conquer plant diseases and have a thriving healthy garden. 

 

Petty Officer Kevin is in charge of the Arboretum and the Hydroponics Garden on the ship. 

He is also the go-to authority on all things related to plants! 
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Routines: Necessary Functions: 

By Thor Halvorsen  

 

Waking cue, mechanical stretch, blurry-eyed meandering, 

Capturing my ears and eyes, the senses return to me, 

Blinking, the salve of weariness, the world awakens to noise, 

 

Humming fans, refrigerators, AC, even awoken TV draws attention, 

The world in blinks and sound bytes, especially when ears itch, 

 

With cat paw, or dog bark, backup means to rouse from sleep, 

If in doubt of earnestness, a paw smack or nose bite suffices, 

 

If the dog is the one in earnest, grabbing nearest tail, sling, 

Atop me, the tumbling, upstart, literal howitzer of hiss & claw, 

 

If that doesn't suffice, a posterior thrust into CPAP ensues, 

The hustle & bustle that follows, a drill sergeant would bemuse, 

 

Crack of door, paws tiptoe down the hallway, out the doors, 

Into the dawn's still star-scaped glow & hues of night, 

 

Damn you cat, damn you dog, it's NOT 6am, it's solidly 2AM !!!!! 

Robbed of sleep, enjoy your fun, revenge is in hand, not paw. 
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“Musings From the Maggieverse”  

“Romancing the Infinity Stone :  

Or, Alligator Loki Escapes the Void  

And Develops a Fondness for Pork” 

      

by MCPO Maggie Pragnell Restivo 

 

[TVA Headquarters] 

[Agent Joan Wilder, an analyst for the Time Variance Authority, is heading to a meeting with 

fellow analyst Mobius M. Mobius, to discuss the recent report of a Loki Variant of the alligator 

variety, which had escaped from the Void, into which it had been pruned.] 

Joan [speaking into her tempad] : Mobius! I'm going to be late!  

[Joan sees Mrs. Irwin, the elderly TVA Head Librarian, coming out of a stairwell door, lugging 

boxes of papers.]  

Joan : Hi. 

Mrs. Irwin : Oh, hi, Pumpkin. 

Joan : Mrs. Irwin, why won't you take the elevator?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs. Irwin : “Oh, Pumpkin, I never get into an elevator alone. You know...LOKIS.” 
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[As Mrs. Irwin is saying this, the elevator door opens, and our Variant Loki steps out,  brandish-

ing his blades.] 

[Loki sees the elderly librarian staring at him, 

and winks at her, as he finds her amusing. 

Mrs. Irwin shudders, and then continues on 
her way, as Joan helps her with the boxes.] 

[End Scene 1] 
 

[Scene 2] 

[After Joan finishes her meeting with Mobius, 

our Loki Variant confers with him.] 

Loki : So...you're saying there's an alligator 

variant version of me...and it somehow       

escaped this...Void where all the pruned     
variants are sent to...what, by itself? 

Mobius : No, obviously it had help. From     

reports of Hunters we've sent there recently, 
there was also a child variant Loki. Presuma-

bly, the kid took the alligator with him. Joan wants to go to Cartagena, Colombia, in 1984, as 

that is where the kid supposedly fled to. She wants go alone...but this is too big for one analyst. 
Joan doesn't know this...but an old friend of mine.. another analyst...you wouldn't know him, 

name of Jack T. Colton...has apparently gone rogue.  

Loki [puzzled] : What do  you mean, “gone rogue?” I thought all of you TVA Analysts were 
practically married to the TVA! 

Now you are telling me one 

has...”flown the coop”, as they 
say? [chuckles] Hmm..... I think I 

like this guy! 

Mobius [rolls his eyes; irritated] : 
Loki. I need you to focus. Jack 

has...apparently been after an   

Infinity Stone in the jungles of   

Colombia. He's already       
gathered lots of them… the 

Hunters say that villagers told 

them Jack is selling them to rich  Colombians...why, they either don't know, or won't say. That's 
part of our mission. Renslayer wants to know how many stones Jack had stolen while he 

worked here, and whether he also found some down there. Yes, they are worthless here, but in 

Colombia, on Earth, in 1984? Who knows what chaos they could cause? 

Loki : The Infinity Stone Jack is looking for...which one is it? 

Mobius : [solemn; almost scared] The Time stone.  

Loki [awed] : Which grants the one who wields it.... 
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Mobius [nodding] : The ability to control time. Jack was rather erratic when he vanished into 

1984...kept mumbling something about “getting out of this place… I don't belong here.. I never 
have...” and I do know he was something of a science fiction fan. Just like I have magazines 

with pictures of jet skis, Jack had pictures of space ships taped to his cubicle wall. Who 

knows? [shrugs] Maybe he wants to use the money from the stones to buy his own space ship! 

Loki : So...we're going down there to apprehend the Kid Loki and Alligator Loki variants, and 

also to get Jack Colton to come back with us? Seems to me we will need all the help we can 

get! I'm glad your friend Agent Wilder is coming with us....  

[Loki smiles, his blue eyes shining; it's clear he has a bit of a thing for Agent Wilder.]  

Loki : From what I've seen, she's an extremely effective analyst, and-- 

[Mobius' tempad goes off. Listening to the message, he looks at Loki, alarmed.] 

Mobius :  Renslayer says that Agent Wilder just went off to 1984's Colombia without us. [tense 

voice] Loki....this is bad. Looks like this rescue mission includes getting her back in one piece, 

as well as apprehending Jack, Kid Loki, and Alligator Loki! 

Loki [slapping Mobius on the back] : Come on, then...and we'd better get a very large crate. I 
just hope you are good at alligator-wrangling... 

[They walk off together, each man absorbed in his own thoughts.] 

[End Scene 2] 

 

[Scene 3] 

Agent Joan Wilder arrives in Cartagena, Colombia, in 1984, to find another TVA Analyst, Jack 
T. Colton, is already there. He asks her what she is doing there, and she explains her mission : 

to locate 2 Loki variants and bring them back to the TVA, to face justice for breaking the time-

line. He shrugs.] 

Jack : Yeah, well...good luck with that. 

Joan [shocked] : You're not going to help me? But...but...you're an Analyst! 

Jack : Former analyst. I quit...and came here, where I can be alone...and raise money to buy 
my own ship. I like pretty things...and these Infinity Stones sure are pretty. I know, they are 

useless baubles at the TVA, but here, on Earth? People will pay a pretty penny to get their 

mitts on these babies.  

[Joan, disgusted with Jack, walks away, but he follows her and  

continues to babble on about the stones....saying there is a huge 

one, called “El Tiempo Piedra” (“The Time Stone”) by the local   
villagers; it is located on a map near a pitch-forked tree called “El 

Tenador del Embaucador” (“The Trickster's Fork”). (Jack then   

proceeds to shove this very map into Joan's bag, as she continues 
to glare at him.) They continue to bicker until Joan turns to yell at 

Jack, her feet precariously balanced on the edge of a hill. The rains 

having turned the dirt into a muddy mess, her feet slip, and she falls 

onto her back, sliding down the hill until she lands on her back in a river. Jack, following after 
her, also slips, and ends up face first in the river, as well.] 
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Jack : Agent Joan Wilder, welcome to Colombia! 

[Jack and Joan continue on in the jungle, hoping to find a villager that Jack knows, called 
“Juan the bell maker”, who is a shady character with connections.] 

Jack : Ol' Juan knows everyone and everything around these parts. I'll bet he even met the  

Loki variant who allegedly hid the damn stone, in the first place! 

Joan [amazed] : A Loki variant hid the stone? 

Jack [scoffs] : Come on, lady! Why else would it be called “The Trickster's Fork”? 

Joan [distracted and annoyed] : Oh. Yes. Of course. “Why else”, indeed....  

[Jack, who conveniently has a machete on him, hacks his way through the jungle until they find 

a downed plane, with a pilot's skeleton hanging out of the cockpit window.] 

Joan : Is it...is it the Loki variant who hid the 
stone, perhaps?   

Jack [shaking head] : No. Loki variants don't 

die. They survive. That's their gift. 

Joan :  You...you sound as if you actually    
admire them. 

Jack [shrugs] : Yeah...well....I guess I kinda do. 

I mean, you gotta admire their determination, 
their intelligence...[reflective] You know,      

lady...I met one of them once. When his Nexus event occurred...and we brought him in. An old 

Loki variant...he'd been through stuff. He...he told me things...things that made me question 
myself...my purpose...even after he'd been pruned...I couldn't forget him. Lady...if I had to bet 

money on it? I'd say “Old Man Loki” (as I called him) is the one who hid that Time Stone. 

[Huddling in the plane to keep warm while they wait out the night, Joan finds a bottle of liquor 
and drinks a bit to calm her nerves, while Jack reads from a magazine with photos of...jet skis. 

Joan [slightly tipsy] : What's so odd about a magazine that has pictures of jet skis in it, anyway?  

Jack : The fact that this magazine is dated from the 1990's...which means we aren't  the only 
time travelers who've been here. Maybe Old Man Loki left it here for me to find? He did say, 

before he was pruned, that I hadn't seen the last of him....Well.. there's time enough to figure all 

this out in the morning. I'm sticking this in your bag,  
lady, so don't lose it, for Pete's sake. You got the 

map in there, too, right? 

Joan :  Of course. So...[stifles a hiccup]...we are     
heading to Juan's village in the morning? 

Jack : Yep....[smiles] Good night, lady...er...Agent 

Wilder. 

Joan [smiles back] : Goodnight, Agent Jack T.    

Colton...um...what does the “T” stand for? 

Jack : Trustworthy.   
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[Joan opens her mouth as if to say something, but instead falls onto her face on her bag, which 

she had put on top of her wadded up coat. She snores softly as Jack smiles and rolls her on to 
her side. He leans over and puts his jacket over her.] 

Jack [smiling to himself] : Sleep well, Agent Wilder. We have a big day tomorrow, looking for 

Juan, the stone, and your Alligator and Kid Loki variants. It's a good thing you don't suspect 
that my good friend, Agent Mobius M. Mobius, is probably hot on your trail...and my guess is 

that he's brought that new Loki variant, the one he thinks will help him catch the “biggest Loki 

variant of all”, with him. [chuckles] This oughta be fun. That particular variant? Oh, Agent     
Wilder...he's got it bad for you. He practically drooled the first time he saw you...I know, 'cause I 

was there. I'd say this new one is as smart as Old Man Loki...maybe even smarter...so we'd  

better make sure we stay ahead of them...as I have no intention of ever going back to the TVA.  

[Jack lays back and closes his eyes… remembering… and finally falls asleep.] 

[End Scene 3] 

[Scene 4] 

[Early the next morning, in a swamp deep in the Colombian jungle, a certain alligator basks in 
the cool water, trying to blend in.] 

Kid Loki : Just....stay there. I'm going to find that Jack guy. The old variant of us said he would 

help us hide out here. Remember....don't move from that swamp!!! 

[Kid Loki runs off into the jungle, in search 

of Colton, while Alligator Loki tries to keep 

calm.] 

Alligator Loki [in alligator-speak] : They'll  

never find me here...among these       

peasants! 

[Alligator Loki tries to pass the time by       

remembering fond events, such as the time he ate President Loki's hand...] 

[In the end, however, it is just too much for him. Lying in the swamp with these  pathetic      

Midgardian reptiles...is more than Alligator Loki can bear...so he ambles off in search of the 

thing he loves best in the world, even more than his pal, 

Kid  Loki....and, there it is! His helmet...] 

[….and his downfall...for he is quickly captured by Juan, 

the bell maker, who also has Kid Loki with him.] 

Juan : Well, well...what have we here? I think I will just add 

you to my little menagerie… but mind that you do not annoy my favorite pig! 

[Juan gestures to his men, and Alligator Loki is quickly subdued and put into a large crate, 

while Kid Loki struggles in Juan's grasp.] 

Kid Loki : Please! At least let him have his helmet...he never goes anywhere without it! 

[Juan nods to one of the men, who picks up the helmet and throws it into the crate, as Alligator 

Loki lets out a grateful growl. They head off back to the village in Juan's huge jeep, known by 
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[Scene 5] 

[Jack and Joan finally reach Juan's village, and get information from the villagers as to the    
location of Juan's “humble home.” They knock on his door, and he answers. Sort of.] 

Juan : Who the hell are you? 

Jack : My name is Jack T. Colton, and this is 
Joan Wilder. 

[A long pause....as Juan can't quite believe 

what he has heard, and needs to let it sink in.] 

Juan : You are Joan Wilder?  The Joan Wilder? 

The  romance novelist? 

Joan : Um....no...I'm a …. 

[She stops, as Jack nudges her and mutters, “Just go with it,” so she does, and says, that yes, 

she is, in fact the novelist.] 

Juan : I read your books! I read all your books!!  

[Juan invites them in for some refreshments, and Jack talks to him about borrowing Juan's 
“Little Mule” so that they can go off in search of the Infinity Stone. Jack shows the map to 

Juan, and he agrees, but before he can get the jeep, a roar is heard, and they turn to see the 

Little Mule disappearing in a puff of smoke. It is being driven by a man with light hair, and a  
taller man with black hair and a jacket with the word “Variant” on the back of it. As the jeep       

becomes a mere speck on the road, Juan's men come up to him and tell him that the two men 

stole the jeep in order to go after the kid, who had escaped shortly after they had brought him 
and Alligator Loki back with them, a few hours earlier.] 

Juan [backhanding the man closest to him, furious] : And you just thought to tell me this now? 

PENDEJOS!!!!  

[Juan has other vehicles, so he sends some of his more trusted men after Mobius and Loki, 

while he gets into a jeep similar to his Little Mule, with Jack and Joan. He is about to take off, 

when they hear a terrific squeal...and Juan, Jack and Joan run in the direction of the animal 
pens....to find Alligator Loki engaged in his 

most favorite pastime. EATING.] 

Joan : That VARIANT just ATE Juan's       
favorite pig!!!! 

Jack : Yep. Ol' Gator Loki's gonna get 

pruned again...and this time? The TVA'll 
make sure he never escapes again.  

[Juan and Jack run towards the gator, only 

to see a flash of green light, and the gator is 
gone. Jack hears the lightest wisp of a 

laugh on the wind, and the faint words, “I told you that you hadn't seen the last of me,” before it 

fades completely. Jack shrugs it off as his imagination, and then heads to the jeep with Juan 

and Joan.] 

Juan [devastated, but trying to hold it together] : I will take you as far as El Tenador del         
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Embaucador, but that is as far as I go. I want to find those two men...because I am not sure 

they are the villains here. That child had the gator....and he will be the one the gator will go to.  
I am still not clear on how the gator escaped...but I will find him. I will avenge my favorite pig!!! 

[Juan drops them off at El Tenador del Embaucador, and then drives off. Jack looks at the 

map, while Joan wanders around, looking at the scenery. Something has been nagging at her, 
and she can't quite shake it...] 

Joan : Jack....why did he say I was a romance novelist?? I've always worked at the 

TVA...haven't I?  

Jack [stopping in front of El Tenador del Embaucador, and yelling; throws his hat up in the air] : 

No time for that, Joanie! We've found it! The Trickster's Fork! And look… right over here, is the 

cave that was mentioned....come on! Let's find this stone!! 

[After a bit of digging, Jack and Joan retrieve the huge Infinity Stone. Jack marvels at its size, 

and then puts it carefully in Joan's bag. They head off in search of a ride. 

After a long, long walk through the jungle...they are approached by a military jeep, and Jack 

turns around, facing Joan so that his back is toward the jeep.] 

Jack : Quick! Give me the stone! 

Joan : What? Why?? 

Jack : Don't ask questions...just give me the stone! 

[Joan hands him the stone just before the jeep pulls up beside them, and he puts it down the 

front of his pants, turning around to face the intimidating man in uniform who motions them 

both into the jeep. 

Jack : Colonel Zolo. How nice of you to find us. I presume you are taking us to your lair?  

[Zolo merely grunts at his men, who shove the analysts into the jeep, and then take off. They 

are driven straight to Cartagena, where, a few hours later, Zolo takes them by boat to a        
secluded fort where he proceeds to badger them about the stone. Since there are both        

alligators and crocodiles in these waters, Zolo hauls Joan over to the edge of the water, and 

pulls out his knife. Holding her hand over the water, he cuts her hand and she watches the 
blood drop into the sea. Seeing his former colleague's terror, and that Zolo means to have her 

eaten by reptiles unless Jack tells him where the stone is, Jack gives in.] 

Jack [struggling to get free from Zolo's men] : Hey! You want your precious stone? I've got it! 
Here it is!  

[Zolo nods to one of his men, who prods Jack roughly in the groin with the butt of his rifle. Jack 

stands up, pain written on his face, and makes 
an odd twitching movement with his hips. One 

leg straightens out, and something appears to 

slide down his pant leg. On the tip of his shoe 
appears the huge, green Infinity Stone.] 

Jack : CHOKE ON IT!!!!  

[Jack kicks the stone out into the air, no doubt 

hoping it will fall into the sea, but Zolo catches 
it, neatly, in his hand, while Joan takes          
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advantage of Zolo's distraction and pulls free of 

him, running to Jack's side.  

Zolo [hand outstretched over the water, stone in 

hand, grinning madly] : Thank you!!! 

[Sadly for Zolo, his luck runs out at that moment, 
for....] 

[Zolo screams and grabs his now handless arm, stump gushing blood. As he grabs his           

neckerchief to bind up the wrist, Jack and Joan are already fleeing. His men surround him, not 
sure what to do...and so Jack and Joan are able to get away...or, at least...... Joan is.] 

[Just then, as Joan is leaving the fort by a secluded exit, our Variant Loki appears, with Mobius 

in the distance.] 

Loki [panting; out of breath as he runs up to Joan] : 

Agent Wilder!!! Are you hurt?  

Joan [so happy to see Loki that she throws her arms 

around him and hugs him, while Loki blushes] : NO! 
I'm fine. Oh, boy, Agent Odinson, am I happy to see 

YOU! 

Loki [quietly, still a bit out of breath] : We are happy 
to see you as well, Agent Wilder. We brought    

Hunters with us, and they are rounding up all of the Variants to bring back to the TVA...[sadly, 

and more quietly still]...to be pruned.  

Joan [softly; understanding] It never gets easy, does it? 

Loki : No. It does not. [pauses; looks confused] Agent Wilder...why did you call me “Agent 

Odinson?” I am...the enemy. One of many Loki variants.  

Joan :  I called you that because, with what you did today, you have proven to me that you can 

be trusted, Loki...and I am going to go to Judge Renslayer, with Mobius, and ask that you be 

given a promotion to full-fledged Analyst of the TVA. You've earned it.  

Loki [softly, blue eyes shining] : Agent Wilder...I don't know what to say. 

Joan [looking at him with eyes equally shining] : Just say yes...and please, call me “Joan.”  

Loki [chuckles softly] : Very well. Yes, Joan. I gratefully accept. IF Judge Renslayer allows me a 
promotion to Analyst, I gladly will serve the TVA alongside you and Mobius.  

[Mobius seems to hear his name, for he runs up to them.] 

Mobius : Some commotion over there. Jack is trying to get 
that reptile to cough up the stone! 

Loki : It is not my alligator variant. Look at that snout. It is 

completely wrong. That, my, friends, is a crocodile.  

Mobius : So speaks the TVA Reptile Expert! [laughs] As a matter of fact, though, Loki is right, 

Joan. We caught the Loki gator variant, and he's pinned up not far from here. Wanna see, just 

to make sure he didn't bite off the hand of the Head of the Hydra Headquarters in   Colombia? 
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Joan [laughs] : So....that's why the name “Zolo” sounded familiar! Hydra. HA! 

[Mobius, Joan and Loki walk over to a penned over hole In the ground, and look down.] 

Loki : That's not the variant. THIS is the VARIANT. 

Mobius : Well, would you look at that. In his own little         

pampered underground cell, and the Hunters have allowed 

him to wear his helmet! Soft. I tell you, Loki, these Hunters 

have gone soft.  

Loki [looks off in the distance] : Indeed. They are allowing 

your friend Jack to escape TVA    justice, for instance...if that 

is him I see, fleeing...oh, look, it appears the reptile did cough 
up the stone, if that is what Jack is holding in his hand... 

Mobius [mutters, to Loki] : It is. I let the “Old Man” go free, as 

well. Your...how did you say it, “Classic Loki”? As I recall...Jack became quite fond of the guy, 
for the short time he was in our custody. Jack was always talking to him....kind of a father     

figure, I guess. [looks over at Joan; speaks more loudly] Well...let's get this bad boy packaged 

up and bring him back to the TVA. The Kid's already with Hunter B-15, so...let's set these 
charges, and be off.  

[They returned to the TVA without incident....but found that, by allowing Classic Loki and Jack 

T. Colton to escape justice....things were different. VERY DIFFERENT, INDEED.] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Loki : Ohhhhhhh...............SHIT!!!!!!! 

[The End] 
  

For my Loved Ones who pushed me to do a parody of one of my all-time favorite Adventure/

Romance films, “Romancing the Stone” and make it into a mash-up of the series “Loki”, which 

they all so enjoyed..... 

My Beloved Folks (you know who you are), This was for you. Hope you enjoyed reading 

it, as much as I enjoyed writing it. I love you all...so very much!  

  

~ Your own “Joan Wilder, Romance Novelist”,  

aka Maggie P. Restivo 
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Hi everyone, your Chief of Engineering here to bring you back into my world of star trek starships. In 
this little article I would like to cover starships that either you have seen but do not know much about 
or you have never heard of and are considered canon to the Star Trek world. I don’t plan on giving 
you straight stats but a better outline of the ship, why it was made, and its eventual use and any of 
the smaller details that I can find. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So I would like to start this month's article about another “Tough Little Ship”: the Diligent Class. 
By 2376 the Dominion War was over and Starfleet was faced with the herculean task of rebuilding 
the fleet. While classes like the Akira, Intrepid, Saber, Defiant, Steamrunner, and even Nebula,     
Galaxy, and Sovereign were being produced at record rates to bolster Starfleet’s numbers, it was 
decided that new designs were also needed to address gaps in functionality made apparent during 
the war. 
 
The Defiant Class, for instance, demonstrated vividly the difference between a vessel designed     
primarily for exploration and one designed primarily for combat. While the war was over and         
diplomatic and scientific discovery needed to resume, Command decided it was not about to grow 
lax and so called for a vessel with a compact design and significant combat capabilities, like the    
Defiant, that also had the capacity to execute scientific, diplomatic and explorative missions on a 
small scale, when larger explorers were not required. 
 
The Diligent Class was the resulting proposal. Equipped with the latest technology, including         
bio-neural circuitry, new sensor suites and propulsion systems, at the expense of being somewhat  
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larger, it represented an overall improvement over the smaller Defiant Class in terms of non-combat 
mission interoperability, while still maintaining nearly the same combat potential. However, this     
vessel is not designed to replace the Defiant class project, but to supplement it and other small     
vessels designed for short-range exploratory missions. It sacrifices the heavy pulse phaser cannons 
and greater maneuverability of the smaller vessel for a high top speed and creature comforts for its 
crew. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Compared to the Defiant, crew accommodations are increased greatly, officers ranked Lieutenant JG 
and above have their own staterooms, Ensigns, warrant officers, and chief petty officers share 
bunked quarters, with one other person, while petty officers and below share quarters with three  
other crewmen. The starship is equipped with two holodecks as well as a fully equipped mess hall. 
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The ship is also equipped with two sets of VIP quarters and a conference lounge, facilities not       
featured aboard a Defiant, Raptor, or Saber Class, which makes it capable of undertaking diplomatic 
missions between two to three parties. This capability, combined with her impressive weapons array, 
makes the Diligent suitable for second or third contact missions with new races or to mediate         
disputes between small spacefaring powers. In essence, the Diligent has the ability to ‘fight her way 
out’ should negotiations fail. 
 
Medical systems take heavy inspiration from the Nova and Intrepid Class starships. They include one 
standard sickbay module, with an attached medical lab, as well as a secondary ward and morgue. 
There are also provisions aboard to convert one of the vessel's standard science labs to work as a 
medical lab if there’s ever a medical crisis. The ship takes a cue from the Prometheus Class in     
having full-ship holographic projectors that allow the ship's EMH to work anywhere on the vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Diligent's warp propulsion system is based off of innovations made by both the Intrepid and  
Sovereign Class projects. The warp coils are based off of a scaled-down Sovereign platform, while 
the warp core is a dilithium 'swirl' chamber, based off of the Intrepid Class design, which allows for 
excellent power and speed. The warp engines are mounted on variable orientation pylons. When not 
at warp the nacelles are held close to the ship, minimizing the ship's target profile from the front and 
rear. This affords the nacelles some amount of protection since they are less exposed. Shortly before 
going to warp, the nacelles are deployed to help create a warp field that does not harm subspace, 
similar to the way an Intrepid Class vessel's nacelles pivot upwards prior to engaging warp speeds.  
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While the Diligent Class boasts notable improvements over the Defiant Class, and other similarly 
sized vessels, it is not without reproach. Designers were unable to find a way to install impulse       
engines capable of making the Class as maneuverable at sub-light speeds than its smaller cousins, 
for instance. Instead, the Diligent relies upon complete weapons arc coverage, hence the reason for 
the large number of phaser arrays incorporated into the design. All of the vessel's torpedo launchers 
are capable of launching a complement of standard Starfleet probes, negating the need for a specific 
probe launcher. 
 
The vessel's single shuttle bay is not fitted for carrying fighters or large runabouts. A typical Diligent 
Class ship carries two shuttles. 
 
Typical missions for the Diligent Class include border patrol, light exploration, convoy escort, and 
tactical interdiction. It is not suited for duty as a deep space exploratory vessel with missions longer 
than a year, due to its size, but it can certainly handle more local missions based out of a star base or 
deep space station. 
 
OK some numbers. The NX-87651 USS Diligent: 
The Duranium-Tritanium Double Hull is 187.5 meters in length and 103.7 meters wide with a final 
37.2 meters tall. The ship has 9 decks with a crew compliment of 125. There are 20 four person 
shared rooms, 20 two people shared rooms, 15 standard and 3 luxury. 12 of these room are adapta-
ble for different environments. The ship was armed with 11 beam arrays, no pulse phasers but a 
quick load torpedo launcher on the bell of the ship that has 5 burst fire quantum launchers 2 forward 
and 3 aft. There are 5 other ships that are part of this class, the Deimos, Bataan, Unification, Valour 
and Osiris. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is the ship that was needed on DS9 when exploring, where the Defiant is an Offensive monster 
the Diligent is the Defense. With both ships working together they can really put the hurt on someone 
but in a blink it can be a science ship again for exploring.  
 
All information was gathered from the below websites. Starbase400.org Memoryzeta.sixth-fleet.com 
& wiki.bravofleet.com  
      Chief Engineer Lt. John Price 
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YES . . . YOU ‘CANE’ DEFEND YOURSELF! 

By LT Rick Brocato, Security Chief 

Greetings from Security Rick & Harley Boy . . .  

Last issue we shared some ideas on how to stay safe in public places.  The main take 

away was—AT ALL TIMES—the best thing that you can do for your own public safety 

is to BE AWARE OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS . . . And BE READY TO ACT ACCORD-

INGLY—run if you can. . . defend yourself, if you must!1 

If the unavoidable happens—and you’re cornered—BEING READY and knowing what 

you’re going to do—AHEAD OF TIME—may save your skin. We’re going to talk about 

1 simple—yet powerful—idea for you be ready to defend yourself—if need be. 

If you recall, at the end of the last article were listed some easy to get and simple to 

use self-defense tools. One tool was Walking Sticks and Canes.2 With this tool and a 

little practice, just about anyone “cane” defend themselves.  

Let me ask you a couple of questions. Does a cane signify vulnerability to you? When you think of a cane, do 

you imagine an elderly person using the sick as a crutch? If you answered vulnerability or the elderly, you are 

in the majority. I used to think that way, too.  But what I found is that the cane is one of the best self-defense 

tools ever created—carried anywhere—into almost any situation—rarely attracting any attention—until you 

need it. Now when I think of a cane, I see a hard-hitting stick—often with a crook and horn—capable of inca-

pacitating an opponent within seconds. The cane is the unexpected martial art.3 

Mature adults who are looking for self-defense strategies should consider learning cane self-defense. They 

may not have the physical strength to subdue an attacker, but with the right training and skills, a simple, dis-

creet walking cane—or stick—becomes a deadly weapon. An added benefit, those who have tried cane self-

defense agree it has given them more courage, because even though they’ve never had to protect them-

selves in a real-life situation, the confidence boost they get from it gives them more peace of mind.  

To get started, here’s one important concept to keep in mind: “Striking the soft spots of the body are at the 

base of any effective [self-defense] reaction.”4  These include: 

 Eyes 

 Nose 

 Ears 

 Jaw 

 Throat 

 Groin 

 Knees 

 Achilles tendon 
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What kind of places might you need to use a cane for self-defense?  

Where attacks occur most often—you need to know them—places 

you visit most frequently. For example, store parking lots. Say, 

“you’re singled out in a parking lot by a drunken bully.” The bully 

sees you with a cane and thinks it’s a “sign of weakness [or disabil-

ity] . . .  In those situations, a cane may enable you to maintain a safe 

circle around you and a loved one, to keep a threat from escalating . 

. .”5  This is what I most like about using a cane for self-defense —the 

element of surprise!  If your attacker misjudges you—and your cane 

or stick—then they won’t see it coming! 

To sum it up, one of the more effective, legal and socially acceptable 

weapons—in plain sight—is a simple cane or walking stick. And it is available to virtually anyone. It can have a 

curved handle or it can be straight—either one should be about waist high. A cane used for self-defense, 

should have a comfortable weight and feel strong. What we’re talking about here is not making yourself into a 

trained martial arts expert but only learning how to use the most basic moves to give you an "edge".6  

Basic moves that you can make with your cane are two: a strike and a jab. [Many variations exist within the 

basics but, for self-defense, simple is better.] Finally, remember self-defense implies preventing damage to 

you and your loved ones so you can escape from the threat. It doesn’t mean beating your attacker to a pulp.  

In the moment, you may feel like it, but without expert training it is unlikely and probably illegal. Please do not! 

“Defending one's self is frowned on it today's society so be very cautious about using excessive force.”6   

With a little training and practice, you can become pretty good at defending yourself with your cane against 

an attacker. Everything from poking a stomach with a cane to striking an attacker in the knee, basic self-

defense moves can be taught and learned in about an hour.  

Where to get this training? The ideal training for cane self-defense martial art is with a highly qualified in-

structor—look for martial arts trainers that teach cane self-defense in your area. If one isn’t available it’s 

possible to gain some of the basic cane self-defense knowldege from online books and YouTube videos.  

 

NOTES: 

1. Please remember your FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE IS ALWAYS TO GET AWAY AND LIVE TO FIGHT ANOTHER DAY.  

2. Recommend you pick up a copy of Raising Cane: The Unexpected Martial Art by Octavio Ramos Jr 

3. IMPORTANT!  Understand that a self-defense system should NEVER be used to inflect harm on others. Just as important, remem-
ber what Dirty Harry said…”A person’s got to learn their limitations.’ NEVER STAND your ground if there is an avenue of escape. 
What does this mean? RUN, RUN, and RUN!  Only IF you’re cornered or have no other recourse, you should  fight, fight, fight. 
www.canemasters.com  

4. 4 Krav Maga Self-Defense Moves Anyone Can Master by Amy 
Eisinger 

5. Self-Defense Cane: Hide Your Weapon in Plain Site  by David 
H. Martin 

6. Self Defense Using a Stick or Cane —Scott’s Page 

 

 

 

“…responsible for the safety and well-being  

of the ship's crew, guests, and equipment…” 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1905605102?tag=kps-sd-weap-20&linkCode=ogi&th=1&psc=1
http://www.canemasters.com
https://greatist.com/move/krav-maga-self-defense-moves
https://www.offgridweb.com/survival/self-defense-cane-hide-your-weapon-in-plain-sight/
http://catfangz.com/defense/index.htm
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Star Trek and All Related Marks and Logos are Trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
 
The USS Katherine Johnson Newsletter “Orbital Elements” is intended for the private use of 
our members. STARFLEET holds no claims to any trademarks, copyrights, or properties held 
by CBS Studios nor Paramount Pictures. All content from Star Trek including still images and 
character names is the property of Paramount Pictures Corporation and CBS Studios, Inc. and 
no infringement is intended. STARFLEET The International Star Trek Fan Association, Inc. 
operates as a non-profit fan club and is committed to promoting Star Trek. 
 
Orbital Elements is published quarterly close to the end of every three months and the dead-
line for submissions is usually one week before the publication date. The Newsletter Editor 
and Communications Chief is John Lee. If you have any submissions, corrections, comments, 
or constructive criticisms, please send them to: jalvinlee0815@gmail.com.  All  articles and 
informative items are welcome. 


